Designed, Engineered &
Manufactured for
the Future of
Manure Management

Built for Improved Profitability
Developed specifically for the dairy industry, the DT Model
Decanter Centrifuge by Centrisys is the proven solution for dairy
producers challenged to do more with manure management to
ensure profitability and achieve environmental goals.
Whether looking for an additional profit center, new green solutions
or to outpace regulators, the Centrisys centrifuge addresses water
quality and phosphorus emissions for specific dairy operation needs
to maximize performance and profits.
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Ag Property Solutions + Dairy Specialists + Centrisys = Dairy Success
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Dewatering Solutions
DT Series Centrifuge
A decanter centrifuge is the proven technology for
removing suspended solids from manure slurry. By
applying up to 3,000 times the force of gravity, a
decanter centrifuge delivers superior solids and
nutrient removal. Adoption of decanter centrifuges
improves the economy of farm operations:
Haul less by concentrating nutrients to manure

See the Results

solids
Help producers meet nutrient removal permit

The dynamic trio partnership of US based Ag
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Reduce storage lagoon dredging frequency - less

Centrisys allows for the proper construction,

solids passing through to waste lagoons

installation, care and maintenance of the

Minimize water use by recycling manure liquid

centerfuge system.

Utilize recovered solids as a bedding material or

With all replacement parts available in the USA,
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you have quick access to replacement parts and

Pretreat manure to increase efficiency, reliability,

repair services. Our innovative centrifuge repair

and throughput of advanced technologies such

approach gets you up and running as quickly as
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possible. We know time is money and you can't

Best in class P-removal without the addition of

afford delays. Let's get started on your
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customized solution today.
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